
                            AutoSave for System Platform v5.x 

AutoSave for System Platform (A4SP) 5.x runs on SP 2020 and forward, without the need for 

any GRAccess or DevStudio requirement.  

• Support for System Platform 2020 (v5.00) and 2020 R2, Patch 1 (v5.01) 

(Earlier versions, such as System Platform 2014 through 2017 Upd 3, including SP1, are still supported by 

the A4SP 4.x line. ) 

- On SP2020 and forward, A4SP v5 runs without the need for a DevStudio to be running on the GR 

Node! 

- On SP2020 and forward, A4SP v5 no longer requires an additional GR Access license to run! 

• Updates available with A4SP 5.01 (released April 2021): 

- Template containment is now tracked. For example, in the template toolbox, moving an object under 

another object (as a sub-object in the tree) will now trigger a new revision with this information. 

- ModifiedGraphicOnly changes are now tracked by A4SP, as indicated in the Change Log. 

- ViewAppNamespace, Widgets and ExternalContent objects created in the Graphic Toolbox are now 

represented in the Graphic Toolbox of the A4SP Client as expected. 

- Date/Time formats now respect the regional settings of Windows. 

• All features of A4SP v4.0 are carried forward into v5.x, including: 

- Rename feature for Galaxies and Nodes: Moving Galaxies to new hardware, nodes or just a rename 

of Galaxy is now supported, while maintaining history. 

- Support for Object to Object compare: Previously, compares between an object versions was 

possible. Now, compares between different objects is possible. 

- Object compare between Galaxies: An object to object compare between two Galaxies supported by 

A4SP is now possible. 

- Galaxy Summary compare: Compare of a Galaxy to CAB (or CAB to CAB) revisions of that Galaxy is 

now possible, for Galaxies managed by A4SP. 

- Option to decrease warnings due to checked-out objects. 

- Improved Objects-Changed report interface.  

- Support for new attributes included in the latest release of System Platform  
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